
・In case of fires

・In case of sudden illness/injury
☎119 Ｐ.1

Ｐ.2

Ｐ.15

Fire / Emergency

・In case of accidents

・In case of crime/theft
☎110

Police

Information about governmental procedures, 

daily life and study

Multilingual Consultation Service

https://www.ota-goca.or.jp.e.
ahr.hp.transer.com/consultation/

Global City Ota Cooperation Association  

Multilingual Consultation Desk 

☎03-6424-8822

https://www.city.ota.tokyo.jp/

Ota City Official website

https://twitter.com/city_ota

Ota City Official Twitter
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    Greetings from Ota City Mayor

Welcome to Ota City. We would like to extend our warmest 
welcome to you.
We laid out a vision for Ota as a global city in 2010 and adopt-
ed the Declaration of Global City Ota in March 2017 to reaffirm 
our vision for “Global City Ota” based on the following three 
pillars: (1) building a city filled with smiles by accepting each 
other as individuals and allowing everyone to thrive; (2) creat-
ing a city with vitality and a wide variety of attractions; and (3) 
creating new industry to fulfill the expectations of the world with 
the skills and craftsmanship Ota is proud of.
Over the last decade in pursuit of this vision, Ota City has wel-
comed a great number of residents and tourists from around 
the world. Its foreign population increased by 6,500 from 
18,800 to 25,300, and the number of foreign tourists arriving 
at Haneda Airport more than quintupled from 750 thousand 
to 4,290 thousand as of the end of 2019. It is also projected 
that the number of foreign residents and tourists will increase 
following the end of the COVID-19 pandemic. We will continue 
our efforts to address global city challenges in line with the 
global trend towards creating a more diverse and vital society 
and an inclusive world.
As part of these efforts, we have published A Guide to Life in 
Ota City in English and other languages to allow foreigners 
coming to Japan and living in Ota City to start their new life 
without any problems.
This booklet outlines procedures that may be followed at the 
Ota City Office and provides useful information for everyday 
life. We hope that you will find this handy pocket-sized guide 
useful.
We also wish you a happy and fulfilling life in Ota City!

March 2021
Tadayoshi Matsubara, Mayor, Ota City



Ota City declared itself as ‘Global City Ota’ on 12th March 2017 in order to achieve 
its vision as a Global City and clearly communicate its intentions.
This declaration shares the attractions and charms of Global City Ota whilst 
increasing its presence domestically and internationally.

Declaration of Global City Ota
-Launching into the world with the strength of our local communities-

Spreading our wings of hospitality, as a city with vitality and a wide 
variety of attractions, we welcome visitors from all over the world.

Spreading our wings of friendship, we will share with one another a 
diversity of cultures. Accepting each other as individuals and allowing 

everyone to thrive, we will build a city filled with smiles.

Extending our wings into the future, we will pave the way for a 
prosperous tomorrow together. Fulfilling the expectations of the world 

with the skills and craftsmanship Ota is proud of, we will create new industry.  

As the gateway to Japan, we declare ourselves “Global City Ota,” 
bringing together the strength of our communities, we will open up 

a new age, and launch ourselves into the world.

2017.03.12
Ota City




